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KCCI’s Mission to Serve
The Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) is the most vocal and effective representative of
Karachi’s business and industrial community. Realizing the sheer importance and potential of its role, KCCI
has been diligently serving the community since more than 50 years and keeps pushing the limits for the
benefit of the Metropolis and its people.

FY20 was no exception

KCCI has proven throughout history that it is a force to be reckoned with. It constantly takes any issue, no
matter how small, to the top of the concerned authority’s hierarchy for its resolution. Whether the
complainant is a member of KCCI or not, the Chamber never turns away anyone who seeks its assistance
in advocating an issue.
However, this document will not cover issues or concerns put forth by one or a few companies, instead,
it dives into general problems faced by majority of the businesses in Karachi and how these were
addressed during October 2019 – September 2020.
Under leadership of Businessmen Group (BMG) office bearers have been working tirelessly on all fronts,
be it promotion of Karachi based businesses in international forums or solving domestic issues that hinder
conducting business activities in Karachi.
In FY20, incumbent office bearers, like their predecessors, showed great zeal and diligence to maximize
the utility of KCCI as an institution for Karachi’s business and industrial community.

Karachi and its disowned population

KCCI has always been at the forefront of representing the rights of the people of Karachi. Throughout the
year, the Chamber called upon members of the Federal, Provincial and Municipal government in order to
educate them about the issues faced by Karachiites. In these meetings, KCCI made these officials face
Karachi’s business and industrial community, who apprised the officials of the challenges faced in city. In
fact, Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli Chairman BMG and former president KCCI, during a meeting at KCCI with
Karachi Mayor Waseem Akhter, urged him to resign if he is unable to resolve anything.
Infrastructure: KCCI has also been requesting all levels of the government to resolve Karachi’s
infrastructure related issues, which have barred the city from reaching its true potential of economic
contribution. An emphasis remained on the road network in the metropolis as poor planning and lack of
maintenance slows down traffic to a standstill. Authorities have been told that all levels of the government
must work in harmony to properly plan and execute new road projects for the city as the current
infrastructure is simply not enough and in really bad shape. The poor conditions of the roads and resulting
gridlocks cause delays in transportation of goods and in some cases even financial losses.
Similarly, other infrastructure such as sewerage lines need to be upgraded and monitoring equipment
such as CCTV cameras need to be set up. A short drive through the city shows how the city’s population
has outgrown its infrastructure. KCCI, in various meetings, also urged and still demands that the
government release immediate funds for solving the issues of the city starting with road repairs and
infrastructure enhancement.
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KCCI Business Survey Series: In FY20, KCCI, under the leadership of Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli took
an unprecedented step by launching the ‘KCCI Business Survey Series’ (KBSS). The initiative was designed
to conduct online surveys in order to study different aspects of doing business in Karachi and enhance
two way communication with the business and industrial community of the city.
The first survey was titled ‘Karachi Business Sentiment Survey’ and it explored how certain global,
economic and infrastructural elements affect the pace of business activity in Karachi. It also aimed to
gauge the perception of business confidence for 2020. The survey revealed crucial realities that KCCI feels
need to be highlighted on a wider scale. The survey featured a feedback section where respondents voiced
their concerns about issues specific to their business.
The second survey in the series was launched to study how businesses were dealing with the coronavirus
and was hence titled: ‘The impact of the coronavirus on Karachi based businesses’. The survey dived into
the depth of different business aspects including confidence, opinions regarding the government’s COVID19 strategy and aid relief packages offered to minimize the impact of the virus on businesses. Yet again,
the survey was a great opportunity for KCCI to gather the opinion of businesses and industries in the city
and communicate them to the government in a timely manner.
United for Karachi: After numerous deliberations over Karachi’s woes, KCCI along with the seven
industrial town associations unanimously vowed that the city’s business and industrial community will not
remain silent but would raise a strong unified voice under KCCI’s umbrella against sheer negligence of all
three tiers of the government including federal, provincial and local.
A movement hungry for change: Time has proven again and again that the structure of administration for
governing the city is ineffective. All levels of the government can be seen shrugging off responsibility and
simply passing the blame to a different department or level of government. In essence, the federal,
provincial and municipal governments have failed Karachi miserably. On the other hand, whether its relief
work or cleaning the drains in preparation of the monsoon season, the government has to summon the
Army to expedite and oversee the tasks.
In one of his many media interviews, Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli said that the people of Karachi,
especially the business community has lost all hope with the current system administering the city. He
suggested that since all levels of the government have failed to cooperate and solve the issues faced by
the metropolis, perhaps it would be better to hand over the infrastructural development of the city to
Pakistan Army for five years.
Following his demand on the media, Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli received overwhelming support from the city’s
stakeholders. Hence, the leader of the business community decided to formally pursue his claims and in
August 2020, announced a formal campaign in this regard.
He held numerous meetings with different levels of the government and some headway has started to
take effect. This is evident from the fact that the Sindh government has recently announced cooperation
with Pakistan Army to develop some infrastructure.
To gauge public sentiment regarding the matter, KCCI set up a form which stakeholders of the city could
fill in with their personal details including name and contact number to sign up as a supporter of the
movement. The campaign crossed a thousand supporters in a matter of hours.
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The poor state of Karachi’s affairs pose a serious threat to the city’s economic contribution not just in the
long run, but in real time as well. Residents of the city, including business owners have to ground all
activities to a halt as soon as there is a little downpour of rain. In the recent downpours, over 90% of the
city had to be shut down leading to billions of rupees of losses. In a mega city like Karachi, this is
unacceptable. KCCI highlighted the perils of Karachiites and urged the government to take the city’s
upgradation seriously. The different levels of the government have been blaming each other since
decades but the fact of the matter is that all of them are equally responsible for the struggle of Karachiites.
Karachi needs its fair share of funds to support its over 20 million strong population. The only question
remains is: how long does the multi-tier government expect resilient Karachiites to endure all this abuse
before actually doing something about it?
Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli has made it clear that neither he nor KCCI has any political affiliation. It is simply no
longer tolerable for the city’s dependents to endure unresolved hardships just because the governments
are too busy playing a futile blame game.

“

The local administration has failed to alleviate the problems faced by Karachi. The
residents of Karachi, as well as the business and industrial communities, have lost faith
in the local administration.

”

Utility crises

Karachi has remained unable to move pass a number of its key issues due to lack of commitment from
authorities. One of these longstanding unresolved impediments to the city’s growth is the mistreatment
of Karachiites at the hands of its utility providers K-Electric (KE) and Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC).
Since long, the Chamber has been advocating the stance of Karachi’s business and industrial community
that utility related issues need to be immediately and permanently resolved as they are severely crippling
businesses, particularly the industrial units. The roadblocks faced by the business and industrial sector in
terms of utilities prevent them from realizing their true potential forcing businessmen to either arrange
secondary sources of power or implement production cuts.
SSGC: KCCI President and office bearers continued KCCI’s campaign against the utility crisis by constantly
communicating the plight of industries in the seven industrial zones in Karachi to the higher authorities in
Islamabad. Throughout the year, issues related to high cost of gas and the yearly phenomenon of low gas
pressure to industries were sought to be resolved. Various breakthroughs have been made and KCCI will
continue to push SSGC towards implementing permanent solutions to these long lingering problems.
Amid severe gas supply shortfall to industries despite high gas production in Sindh, the Chamber stressed
that the people of Sindh have the first right of usage over the gas that is produced in the province as
empowered under the Article 158 of the constitution.
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K-Electric (KE): Karachi’s electric power utility has been a massive impediment to the city’s growth even
before its privatization attempts. Although the utility is making fairly successful efforts towards
improvements, over the years KE has remained ineffective in managing its transmission network and
power generation. The resulting impact is that the people of Karachi are faced with issues like prolonged
power outages due to repairs required by electric infrastructure and load management. In a meeting at
KCCI, KE officials have committed towards solving issues to help the business community. They also
explained how at times, KE can be powerless in solving matters that could promote long term stability.
However, in March 2020, when the country was just about to face the full brunt of COVID-19, KE dropped
a bomb on its consumers in the form of withdrawal of the Industrial Support Package Adjustment (ISPA)
and asking ailing industrialists to pay backdated charges that in some cases were in millions of Rupees.
KCCI leadership sprang into action and demanded the federal government to intervene and permanently
withdraw these charges. Despite restrictions imposed by COVID-19, various SOP compliant meetings were
held with concerned officials in which KCCI President and other office bearers termed these charges an
‘ill-timed move’ and tried to convince the power utility as well as the federal government that
industrialists should not be asked to pay these charges, especially when COVID-19 has already started to
affect business activity. They said that even if these charges are to be paid, KE should have asked for
payment when other distribution companies in the country sought payment back in July 2019. Thankfully,
the ISPA charges were postponed after intervention from the Chamber.

“

Agha Shahab has said that it seems as if there is always a sword that keeps on hanging
over the business and industrial community. Karachiites are tired and losing their
patience now

”

Law and Order: One of the main concerns was the poor management of the city’s law and order situation.
KCCI urged the authorities to realize that continuous improvement and maintenance of peace in the city
is essential for the betterment of Pakistan’s economy as safety has been one of the biggest concerns of
foreign investors as well as local businesses. Karachi’s law and order situation was perhaps the most
common topic brought up by foreign missions during meetings at KCCI. Generally, the visiting dignitaries
or business delegations were of the view that the reason why Pakistan is becoming increasingly popular
as an investment destination is because the country’s perception of being a constant security threat has
started to ease. The Chamber has conveyed to the authorities that the exemplary work being done by the
forces has transformed Karachi into a peaceful city and must continue at all costs. However, the issue of
street crime still persists and rising on which KCCI has raised its apprehensions and appealed to resolve.

Assisting the government navigate coronavirus

KCCI raised the alarm over coronavirus after monitoring the situation as it developed globally. The elected
officials of KCCI held regular meetings with the federal government and suggested various ways that could
help balance the increasingly threatening COVID-19 situation in the country with respect to the economic
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slowdown. Chairman BMG, Siraj Kassam Teli and KCCI office bearers designed a carefully thought out plan
of action that could save Pakistan’s business and industrial community from bearing the full brunt of the
economic slowdown.
The Chamber remained of the stance that it would support all levels of the government through the crisis
as it understands the sensitive and unprecedented nature of the issue. As the virus spread and the
government set about implementing actions to contain the damage, KCCI continued voicing its fact and
reality based opinion in order to guide the government to take decisions in the best interest of economic
stakeholders. KCCI urged the nation to stay calm, realize the gravity of the situation and requested the
government to take effective stringent measures to support the people. It urged the government to set
up more isolation cells to contain the virus and warned the citizens against believing every thing they see
on social media, as it could be fake. The Chamber also called for a transparent and effective system to
transfer aid to those who need it the most including labor, daily wage earners, handcart earners etc.
Although the government did not immediately adopt the entire strategy proposed by KCCI to fight COVID19, a number of the suggested measures were put in effect as time passed. KCCI is of the view that if the
government had taken heed to this plan and had implemented it in its entirety, the loss incurred by the
economy of Pakistan could have been minimized and the spread of the virus could have also been
contained. The plan proposed comprised of the following propositions:
Shopkeepers must strictly adhere to SOPs. Shopkeepers were warned that slackness were warned
that following SOPs may cause another lockdown which could lead to permanent closure of many
businesses.
Winding up lockdown and deploying Army whose presence and patrolling at various commercial
markets would ensure strict adherence to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
Discontinue SRB’s tax collection for 4-6 months. Suspend collection of all types of taxes including
Services Tax and other levies as done by Punjab government.
A Special Relief Package to shift the entire cost of salaries/ wages to the government, but if the
government is not in a position to do so, a mechanism has to be adopted for a period of at least two
to three months in which the aggregate amount of salaries payable by each and every industry should
be fragmented into three equal portions, of which the first portion should be paid by the relevant
industrialist, second portion by the government while the last portion has to be borne by the laborers.
General Sales Tax (GST) rates should be reduced from 17% to 9%.
Withholding Tax (WHT) on supplies by manufacturers and traders must also be brought down from
4.5% to 2%
Anomaly in WHT rates on import of raw materials by industry and commercial importers has to be
removed and a uniform rate of WHT should be applicable on both to support the Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs).
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Discretionary powers under Section 140 of Income Tax Ordinance to access the bank accounts of
registered persons be withdrawn, in order to restore confidence of investors and encourage
transactions through banking system.
Policy rate has to be reduced to 4% in line with other countries to stimulate the economy.
Deferred import bills which are due for payment through banks should be refinanced at 5% mark-up.
No questions should be asked for all investments in capital goods, raw materials, premises, acquisition
of land and building for industry and trade up to 30th June 2022.
Rate of interest in SBP aid packages should be Zero percent to support the economy and sustain the
industries at least for the next one year.
Withdraw CNIC condition for sales to unregistered persons immediately and the 3% Further Tax
Due to the tireless effort put in by Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli and KCCI’s office bearers, the government soon
started to realize the extent of damage inflicted upon Karachi’s business and industrial community. After
various fruitful meetings and submission of numerous proposals, government officials agreed that easing
the coronavirus related lockdown was essential with Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah convening a
meeting with his concerned departments to review the aforementioned suggestions to restart business
operations in the province.

“

What will be happening to those small traders and shopkeepers who hardly have two
to three workers employed and how could they pay salaries to workers when all such
shops and businesses remain completely closed

”

KCCI’s fight for a business friendly budget

KCCI plays a key role in being a bridge between the business community and the government. Thus each
year before the budget is announced, KCCI forwards recommendations of Karachi’s business community
to the government’s economic team. This year, KCCI was given assurance by Advisor on Finance Dr. Hafeez
Shaikh that the budget for FY21 will be a ‘Relief Budget’ and most of the recommendations of KCCI will
likely be adopted.
KCCI’s proposed measures included a reduction of 50% in the rates of all taxes including Income Tax, Sales
Tax, FED and Customs duties on capital goods and raw material. Further, KCCI suggested that rates of
Electricity and Gas should also be reduced to half for at least one year to help revive the domestic
economy. These proposals also included rationalization of tariff and WHT on industrial raw materials and
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capital goods, expeditious disbursement on Income Tax Refunds and enhancement of the limit of PKR
5.0Mn, prioritizing of refunds on the basis of aging of cases, removal of automobile and motorcycle spare
parts from third schedule of Customs Act and removal of Regulatory Duty on smuggling prone items.
KCCI’s proposed measures also focused on sector specific measures as proposed by the business and
industrial community.
These desperate measures were presented when the coronavirus induced lockdown had wreaked havoc
upon the economy. Desperate times called for desperate measures, yet the budget unveiled by the
government on 12th June, 2020 lacked creativity and showed no sense of the emergency at hand. The
economic activity generating sectors including the business and industrial community is now sandwiched
between anti-business policies crafted under the IMF and economic consequences of government’s weak
handling of covid-19.
The government had hyped up the budget like a good movie trailer, promising no new taxes. Yet when
the budget was presented in the parliament, it received mixed response from majority of the
stakeholders. The budget contained few good steps, such as no new taxes, a delusion that might change
if the government decides to launch a mini budget. The Budget completely lacked relief and allocation for
innovative measures for Covid-19 hit local businesses, importers, exporters, small and medium
enterprises.
In a relief budget, taxes and utility tariffs are reduced to ease the sufferings of industries and businesses
across the board and not just on one or a few sector. The Budget also had anomalies that were identified
by KCCI and sent to Ministry of finance to be rectified. Post budget, KCCI also kept up the pressure on the
government and thanks to the lobbying of KCCI a key demand was met that Basic Policy rates be brought
down by SBP from then 11.25% to single digit rate of 7%. Ministry of commerce has also started that
rationalization of tariff and WHT on industrial raw materials and capital goods.

“

Announce across the board relief to all sectors of the economy instead of pursuing a
pick & choose strategy which would never benefit the domestic economy or the people
in the middle and lower income categories

”

Tackling taxation issues and refunds of businesses

Taxation and refunds have remained two major irritants in the way of doing business and KCCI has been
actively pursuing the government for an amicable solution. The chamber pointed out the issues
businesses in Pakistan have had to face because of the Federal Board of Revenue’s (FBR) inability to
release refunds in a timely manner. KCCI criticized the FASTER module’s inexcusable performance and
urged the tax authority to ensure the release of refunds within 72 hours as committed. The Chamber
expressed its annoyance that the so-called FASTER module had made the refunds process even more
cumbersome. Later on in the fiscal year, FBR did increase the pace of rolling out refunds and repeatedly
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assured businesses that the lingering refunds issue would be resolved. As a result of persistent KCCI’s
efforts, a significant portion of refunds was released, though it is still far from ideal.
KCCI also expressed its displeasure to SBP Governor Raza Baqir regarding hurdles experienced in the
utilization of FBR’s Sales Tax Refunds Bonds, stating that businesses are unable trade these bonds freely
in the market and banks are putting up resistance in accepting these as collateral.
The leadership of BMG and KCCI have also urged the FBR to publically and periodically publish a city wise
breakdown of taxation statistics so that stakeholders, including KCCI, can keep track of this information
and skeptics who deny that Karachi is the largest contributor to the National Exchequer can be silenced.
These matters were also discussed throughout the year in meetings with multiple members of the federal
government including PM Imran Khan. The officials were reminded that KCCI needs concrete solutions to
these matters as these have sadly become routine.

“

It was a matter of grave concern that a system titled FASTER for processing refund
claims within 72 hours, has actually made the entire process too messy and
cumbersome while the FBR officers in Islamabad were also totally unaware and
confused because of the so-called FASTER system hence, it should be remained as
SLOWER

”

Promoting foreign trade

KCCI’s leadership under the Businessman Group (BMG) has always played an active role in promoting
Pakistan as an ideal trade partner. A prime example of this is the vastly successful ‘My Karachi’ expo held
annually, where hundreds of foreign businesses and diplomats view the products Pakistan has to offer.
Furthermore, numerous delegations periodically visit KCCI each year in the hopes to establish connections
with local businesses in multiple capacities including trade partnerships and joint ventures of all scales.
These delegations can represent their home country, city or an institution and comprise of dignitaries and
businesses from various sectors.
General efforts and high-level meetings: KCCI’s leadership carried forward these efforts to promote
foreign trade. A number of meetings were held throughout his tenure where delegations from different
countries deliberated upon ways to enhance bilateral and multilateral trade in a wide array of sectors.
KCCI President also attended and addressed various forums where he highlighted the measures, which
the government and individual businesses could adopt to improve trade prospects of Pakistan. In addition
to this, multiple KCCI delegations led by President Agha Shahab, held high level meetings with different
levels and departments of the government to submit and discuss proposals to improve foreign trade and
remove any anomalies in the process.
In addition to all of this, KCCI’s leadership met with various government officials including multiple
meetings with Prime Minister Imran Khan to work on ways to enhance foreign trade. In a meeting with
the PM, the KCCI team identified 36 sectors Pakistan could focus to increase exports and suggested to set
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up ‘promo councils’ to expedite the process. The PM then directed his Advisor on Commerce Abdul Razzak
Dawood to look into the matter.
Newly appointed trade and investment officers visit KCCI: In October 2019, newly appointed trade and
investment officers visited KCCI hoping to gain guidance from the business and industrial community of
Karachi before being dispatched to their assigned country. KCCI President along with his office bearers,
management committee members and Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli appraised the newly appointed
officers appraised the officers regarding the importance of their role for improving bilateral trade with
other countries. The officers were advised to carry out extensive studies of their designated countries to
what Pakistani products can be promoted and marketed in these countries.
Highlighted areas of focus: The KCCI leadership also acted upon a number of opportunities and issues
highlighted during numerous meetings by the business and industrial community, government officials as
well as foreign dignitaries. Some of these, mentioned below, show just a glimpse of the sheer gravity of
the tasks addressed by the KCCI President and his team:
KCCI urged the government to formulate an effective strategy to curb smuggling in order to save
domestic industries from becoming uncompetitive. It advised the government to revisit Trade
Organizations Ordinance 2013.
KCCI promoted the concept of a single tax system. The Chamber suggested abolition of the Final Tax
Regime, stating that there is no point in continuing with minimum tax regime which is akin to parallel
tax systems.
KCCI urged the Ministry of Commerce to look into why the process of the Pak-Thai Free Trade
Agreement which has been pending at Pakistan’s end. The Consul General of Thailand at a meeting at
KCCI stated that his side had already shared a list of around 200 items to be traded under the PakThai Free Trade Agreement but they are still waiting for a response from the Ministry of Commerce
in Pakistan.
KCCI called for expediting the process after it was established that Pakistan and Iran have both
signified to upgrade the Preferential Trade Agreement to a Free Trade Agreement for which
negotiations are underway.
KCCI highlighted the urgency for Pakistan and Malaysia to agree upon a new concessional list under
the existing Free Trade Agreement.
In a meeting with British Deputy High Commissioner, KCCI President and Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam
Teli suggested that British Deputy High Commission and KCCI form a Special Committee to review any
issue likely to emerge after UK’s exit from EU.
In various meetings and platforms, KCCI called for the government to devise an effective strategy for
geographical diversification in addition to the ‘Look Africa’ Policy and establish land route trade
including trains with neighboring countries and banking channels where nonexistent.
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KCCI urged for technology transfer and technical collaboration or licensing to Pakistani companies
from other countries in areas where joint ventures were not possible.

“

Devise some kind of an effective strategy for geographical diversification and we are
really heartened to see that the government has also realized its significance

”

Ports and shipping woes

The business and industrial community of Karachi is heavily dependent upon the ports and shipping sector
of Pakistan. Despite proper rules and regulations being in place, local businesses often find themselves
having to seek help and assistance from KCCI regarding matters related to sea-based freight and goods
clearance at ports. In most cases, the office bearers of KCCI listen to the matters personally and then
advise a course of action along with addressing the matter with the higher ups of concerned departments
if necessary.
Lack of cooperation during COVID-19: Due to the coronavirus and its related lockdown, a number of
businesses faced issues in fulfilling the legalities and other requirements in getting their shipments cleared
from the port. As a result, these businesses were faced with exorbitant amounts of penal charges ranging
from $ 150-200 per container per day in addition to additional penalties. KCCI President urged all
concerned authorities including the government, shipping lines and agents to waive all detention charges
and penalties on freight that landed during the lockdown period (10th March – 31st May 2020) when
economic activity was restricted and even banks were operational for limited hours a day.
Subsequently, the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Karachi Port Trust took notice of the situation and
came to the aid of the business and industrial community by giving their approval for suspension of port
demurrages and allowing 10 days of additional free storage for imported cargoes.
However, private terminal operators payed no heed to the directives of the authorities and refrained from
extending relief to the already troubled business and industrial community of Karachi. KCCI President
along with his office bearers and other management committee members held an extensive meeting with
the CEOs of the four Private Terminal Operators. They appraised that the world is undergoing a major
catastrophe in the form of the coronavirus and that there is no time to waste in negotiations to seek a
quid pro quo for granting relief to importers. The team from KCCI highlighted that the terminal operators
have been enjoying high profits since many years and not it is time to make considerations for their
customers. Unfortunately, the matter had to be taken up with higher authorities as the terminal operators
denied cooperation in this matter.
Encouraging fair behavior: During the year, KCCI received complaints that terminal operators and
shipping agents were indulging in uncompetitive or unfair behavior by whimsically prescribing Full
Container Load (FCL) and Less Than Container Load (LCL) charges. President KCCI took notice of the issue
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and urged respective authorities to look in to the matter and make the list of FCL and LCL Charges
publically available to facilitate trade and industry.
Business troubles with Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF): After receiving complaints that various businesses
were facing grievances at the hands of the ANF, the organization’s higher ups were asked to visit KCCI and
hold discussions with those affected and work out potential remedies for the future. KCCI informed the
ANF team that delays caused during inspection of containers increase the cost of doing business for
exporters. The Chamber highlighted that during inspections, instances where goods are badly handled or
destroyed are becoming increasingly common as they were mishandled while being reloaded back in the
containers. President Agha Shahab urged the ANF to pay special attention in this area and prevent such
mental and financial burden from falling upon the business and industrial community. The ANF
representatives expressed their resolve to facilitate the business and industrial community and take steps
for better operations in the future.

“

Agreements signed by previous governments with Private Terminal Operators may be
revisited and modify the terms to enable the government to intervene in times of
natural calamities and unforeseen disasters.

”

Others

The Chamber, as it does each year, also tried to address large-scale issues that either may not affect the
entire business and industrial community or only cause indirect concern. One of these was commitment
to support those who claimed to have been wronged by the Bahria Town project. KCCI President Agha
Shahab said that:

“

Any issue pertaining to additional charges or irregularities in Bahria Town project have
to be amicably resolved as it is a matter of grave concerns for real estate agents,
investors, overseas Pakistanis and masses who have invested their hard earned monies
and savings in different projects of Bahria Town

”

Other areas where KCCI leadership focused on throughout the year include:
KCCI invited Advisor on Commerce Abdul Razzak Dawood at KCCI to discuss the controversial Trade
Organizations Ordinance 2013 and revalidate the Trade Organizations Ordinance 2007 instead.
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In a meeting with Pakistan International Airlines’ CEO, it was suggested to reduce overstaffing, keep
incompetent workforce sidelined and reduce operational losses.
KCCI leadership urged the government to look into the causes of low cotton production and adopt the
latest scientific techniques being used globally to ensure enhanced cotton production in the country.
It also highlighted that must not only react after damages are done by infestation of Locusts but take
precautionary measures instead.
KCCI leadership also urged the government to actively implement measures to improve travel
advisory for Pakistan from the perspective of other countries to encourage tourism and trade.
KCCI Leadership also addressed various seminars and events including those that were not directly
related to business related issues. For instance, KCCI President addressed a youth seminar where he
guided the participants on how to move forwards in their education and careers in the modern world.
He also highlighted specific ways the youth could utilize the internet to avail innovative learning
opportunities from around the world, including from top universities.

“

The more you learn, the more you can earn while improving your life and the life of
those around you.

”

“

This is the time when SMEs will rise with the help of the skills highlighted, this is when
local businesses will digitalize and become part of the virtual map

”

The Chamber was also outspoken regarding matters related to stray dogs and rabies, garbage and
sewerage issues, lack of parks and public places, water crises and tanker, beggar and land mafias, street
crimes, air pollution among others.
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An impeccable tenure despite unprecedented challenges

History will remember KCCI responsible role in the year 2019-20 in which KCCI led the transition under
the vision of Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli BMG Chairman and former president KCCI, into the post COVID-19
world. Post COVID-19, when businesses were closed in lockdown, KCCI kept its business facilitation
departments open while the office bearers evolved and started holding digital meet ups with government
officials, dignitaries and members. Digital webinars were arranged when physical arrangements was not
possible. Similarly, KCCIs Research department also increased the contact with the business community
and launched a survey series, under the directives of Chairman BMG Siraj Kassam Teli and BMG General
Secretary A.Q.Khalil, under which key challenges such as COVID-19 and pre COVID-business sentiment
were studied. KCCI also sent proposals to key ministries on how to turn the economy around.
However, as the federal and provincial governments largely failed to deliver, BMG Chairman Siraj Kassam
Teli started a campaign that Karachi be handed over to FWO and NDMA for developing its infrastructure
as the governments lack capability. Due to this pressure a narrative has been built on the media and social
media, with ordinary citizens coming forward to help save this great city. Reeling under the pressure the
governments have now started to take Karachi seriously and a committee comprising of provincial and
federal government has been formed to solve Karachi’s impending issues. It is indeed a major success and
testimony of Mr. Teli’s efforts that the Prime Minister announced a PKR 1.1Tn 'historic' package for
Karachi's transformation which will be utilized to address the chronic municipal and infrastructure issues
of the country's financial hub in the next 3 years. The package will steered by a 10 member Provincial
Coordination & Implementation Committee (PCIC) with members including representatives from all three
levels of the government along with Pakistan Army’s V Corps and National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA).
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Press Release by KCCI

September 2020
September 16, 2020

Siraj Teli welcomes CM’s approval of Rs1.37 billion for reconstruction of roads
in Site Area

September 15, 2020

Teli welcomes finalization of PCIC, underscores need to fast-tack Karachi's
infrastructure rebuilding

September 09, 2020

Siraj Teli underscore need to intensify implementation of Karachi Package

September 08, 2020

KCCI DEMANDS TO END MONPOLY OF E-ELECTRIC

September 04, 2020

Everyone now focused on outsourcing Karachi’s infrastructure development to
NDMA, FWO: Siraj Teli

September 3, 2020

KCCI rejects electricity hike

August 2020
August 17, 2020

Task to rebuild Karachi’s infrastructure be given to NDMA, FWO, reiterates Siraj
Teli

August 12, 2020

KCCI seeks support on Siraj Teli’s statement on outsourcing Karachi’s
infrastructure development to NDMA, FWO

August 7, 2020

Overwhelming majority supports Siraj Teli’s statement of handing over Karachi
to Pak Army

August 6, 2020

Razak Dawood agrees to KCCI’s suggestion for tariff rationalization to safeguard
domestic industries

August 4, 2020

Agha Shahab criticizes Federal, Sindh Governments for Karachi’s sufferings

July 2020
July 18, 2020

Agha Shahab criticizes Federal, Sindh Governments for Karachi’s sufferings

July 16, 2020

Agha Shahab urges to shun all conspiracies, move FPCCI’s Head Office to ISB
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July 10, 2020

Gas load shedding to completely destroy industries, trigger social disorder: Siraj
Teli, Agha Shahab

July 8, 2020

Siraj Teli, Agha Shahab slam govt. For being powerless against KE

July 3, 2020

Siraj Teli urges govt. To end KE’s monopoly

July 2, 2020

Sindh Govt. Urged to revoke extension in lockdown, allow all businesses to
operate at full capacity

June 2020
June 27, 2020

KCCI urges K-Electric to immediately stop load shedding spell, improve
dilapidated infrastructure

June 26, 2020

KCCI disappointed over meager reduction in policy rate

June 21, 2020

KCCI highlights budget anomalies

June 8, 2020

Hafeez Sheikh assures KCCI of a relief budget

June 4, 2020

KCCI appeals govt. To announce across-the-board relief for the survival of
industries/ businesses

June 3, 2020

Agha Shahab rejects more powers for Taxmen in the Budget

June 2, 2020

COVID-19 brings a windfall to shipping lines/agents: KCCI

May 2020
May 28, 2020

CM assures to review suggestions for reopening local businesses, restaurants

May 27, 2020

Siraj Teli for winding up lockdown, deploying Army to ensure strict adherence
to sops

May 13, 2020

KCCI urges shopkeepers to strictly adhere to sops, negligence to create
disastrous situation
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May 9, 2020

Demurrage & detention charges on import cargoes

May 6, 2020

Private Terminals defy orders of Maritime Minister and Cabinet

May 4, 2020

President KCCI seeks total waiver of detention charges

May 1, 2020

Siraj Teli demands ease in lockdown for small traders/ shopkeepers from 15th
Ramadan

April 2020
April 22, 2020

KCCI pushes SBP to bring down policy rate to 4 percent in one go

April 20, 2020

KCCI unveils Karachi Business Sentiment Survey

April 17, 2020

KCCI presents budget proposals in meeting with FBR

April 13, 2020

President KCCI urges govt. To withdraw CNIC condition for sales to unregistered
persons

April 11, 2020

KCCI demands incentive package for all sectors of trade & industry

April 10, 2020

Draft of Sindh COVID-19 Emergency Relief Ordinance not acceptable: Siraj Teli,
Agha Shahab

April 4, 2020

Agha Shahab asks Sindh Govt. To discontinue SRB’s tax collection for next four
to six months

April 3, 2020

Agha Shahab asks Federal Govt. To permanently withdraw ISPA arrears

March 2020
March 23, 2020

CM agrees to provide relief to specific export oriented industries on case to
case basis, refined notification to be issued

March 21, 2020

Siraj Teli urges federal govt. To have mercy on Karachi
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March 18, 2020

Agha Shahab urges PM, Energy Minister to refrain K-Electric from charging ISPA

March 14, 2020

Agha Shahab for more stringent measure to deal with Corona Virus

March 3, 2020

Agha Shahab foresees more challenges in doing business

March 2, 2020

Agha Shahab urges all trade bodies, associations to unite under KCCI’s platform

February 2020
February 29, 2020

ATIAK seeks KCCI’s assistance in getting parking issue resolved

February 25, 2020

Agha Shahab underscores need to promote banarsi clothing in potential world
markets

February 19, 2020

Stop politics over Kemari incident as it hurts business & economic activities of
Karachi & Pakistan: Agha Shahab

February 17, 2020

Agha criticizes NDMA for failing to respond to Kemari poisonous gas incident

February 4, 2020

Agha Shahab welcomes US & UK’s decision to ease travel advisory for Pakistan

January 2020
January 27, 2020

KCCI deeply concerned over hardships faced by allottees, members of Bahria
Town

January 17, 2020

Siraj Teli for Special Committee to review any issue likely to emerge after UK’s
exit from EU

January 3, 2020

Terminal Operators, Shipping Agents urged to publicize FCL, LCL Charges

January 2, 2020

Agha Shahab for steps to upgrade industry otherwise exports to remain
stagnant

January 1, 2020

KCCI dismayed over gas suspension, low gas pressure to industries
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December 2019
December 24, 2019

President KCCI demands more resources for Karachi to cope with urbanization
challenges

December 19, 2019

SAI seeks KCCI’s help in dealing with low gas pressure issue

December 13, 2019

Low cotton productions to affect textile exports: Agha Shahab

November 2019
November 26, 2019

Siraj Teli appreciates CM for constituting taskforce to control narcotics

November 23, 2019

Iranian delegation visits KCCI to explore ways and means for enhancing trade

November 19, 2019

KCCI to approach FBR for resolving issues confronted by commercial importers

November 11, 2019

Siraj Teli, Agha Shahab disagree to PM’s remarks, urge to publicize city-wise
data to know who pays taxes

November 8, 2019

Envoy asks KCCI to send business delegation to Sri Lanka

November 4, 2019

Agha Shahab urges local administration to expedite action against stray dogs

October 2019
October 19, 2019

Banks, financial institutions be instructed to immediately start accepting Sales
Tax Refund Bonds: Agha Shahab

October 14, 2019

Agha Shahab urges Sindh Govt. To initiate road repairs, patch-work on top
priority

October 11, 2019

Agha Shahab invites Razzak Dawood at KCCI to discuss controversial TOO-2013

October 7, 2019

Agha Shahab dismayed over abrupt rise in law & order incidents

October 3, 2019

Prime Minister asks Razzak Dawood to look into possibility of setting up Promo
Councils

October 2, 2019

Delays in release of refund claims
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“
Under Businessmen Group’s policy of Public Service, the Karachi Chamber has not
only been serving the entire business & industrial community without any
discrimination but also all other citizens of Karachi who have been facing
hardships and climb the Chamber’s stairs to seek assistance .
We are available for any kind of assistance 24/7 to the entire business and
industrial community of Karachi without any discrimination of cast, creed, color or
even size of the business

”
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Disclaimer
This report produced by KCCI Research & Development Department (KCCI Research) contains information from
sources believed to be trustworthy; it is not guaranteed that the matter is accurate or complete. This report may not
be reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose whatsoever, without the prior written
permission/approval of KCCI and/or KCCI Research. It is not intended as professional and/or financial advice nor does
any information contained herein constitute a comprehensive or complete statement of the matters discussed or the
law relating thereto. The information in this report is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy, sell or call
on any commodity, security, currency, product, service or investment.
Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the Analyst(s)*. The Analyst(s) involved in
the preparation of this report certify that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his/her/their
personal views about all of the subject sectors and topics and (2) no part of their compensations were, are or will be
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.
The Analyst(s) compile this document based on opinions and judgments, which may vary and be revised at any time
without notice. KCCI Research makes no exemplification as to its exactitude or completeness and it should not be
relied upon as such. This report is provided only for the information of members of KCCI and business community
representatives who are expected to make their own corporate decisions and investment without undue reliance on
this report and KCCI Research accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any direct or indirect consequential loss arising
from any use of this report or its contents. The views expressed in this document are those of KCCI Research and do
not necessarily reflect those of KCCI or its management.
The information contained in any research report does not constitute an offer to sell commodities / securities /
currencies or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or recommendation for investment within any jurisdiction. Moreover,
none of the research reports is intended as a prospectus within the meaning of the applicable laws of any jurisdiction
and none of the research reports is directed to any person in any country in which the distribution of such research
report is unlawful. The information and opinions in each research report constitute a judgment as at the date
indicated and are subject to change without notice. The information may therefore not be accurate or current. The
information and opinions contained in research reports have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be
reliable in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by KCCI as to their accuracy,
completeness or correctness and KCCI also does not warrant that the information is up to date. Moreover, the reader
should be aware of the fact that investments in commodities, currencies, undertakings, securities or other financial
instruments involve risks. Past results do not guarantee future performance.
* Analysts: Uzma Taslim - Director, Asad Bilal Sheikh – Research Analyst, Kamran Khan – Research Analyst, Yasir
Nawaz Farooqui – Research Analyst, Sunny Kumar – Research Database Officer, and Talat Andleeb -Deputy Secretary.
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